Enhance driver safety
with in-vehicle cameras.
Spireon CamCoach™
Take driver safety to the next level with visual context
and enhanced driver coaching with CamCoach. This AI
dashcam fully integrates with the Spireon FleetLocate
fleet management solution.

Spireon CamCoach is a dual-camera dashcam that leverages
AI to detect unsafe driving and trigger in-cab driver alerts.
The advanced technology provides visual context into driver
actions as well as documentation for incidents.

Encourage safer driving.
Help keep your drivers more attentive and cautious on the road
with automatic alerts to notify them of any risky behavior.

Gain context and visual evidence.
View actions inside and outside the vehicle to better establish
causation and liability in the case of an accident or determine
the cause of risky driving like swerving and hard braking.

Protect against fraudulent claims.
Gain the ability to go back and verify what actually happened in
the event of a claim against your driver by another driver.

Help reduce insurance premiums.
Get the opportunity to lower your insurance premium with an
insurer that recognizes the benefits of a dashcam.
Contact me to schedule a demo.
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Spireon CamCoach™
■

Integrates fully into the Spireon
FleetLocate experience

■

Works for nearly all vehicle types

■

Allows for OBDII or wired installation

■

Tamper resistant

■

Offers infrared light (IR) for nighttime use

■

Allows driver-initiated recording

■

■

■
■

■

■

Driver-facing camera
Built-in speaker for
alerts and coaching

720p HD adjustable
wide-angle color and IR
cabin-facing cameras

Provides real-time insights with live video
streaming form dual cameras
AI to detect distracted driving events and
trigger video
Touchscreen easy troubleshooting
Uses a Qualcomm® Snapdragron™
Octa-Core Processor
Runs on PTCRB certified 4G/LTE
connectivity on the T-Mobile network

Built-in PSI/accelerometer

Road-facing camera
1080p HD adjustable
140° wide-angle
road-facing camera

Rotating ring and
mounting bracket for
quick and easy installation
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Tamper-resistant SIM and
128 GB card slot, secured
with safety screws

Event trigger button
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